
Missouri River trip - 5/10 -  5/16/21

25 people had signed up as interested in this trip - way too many, so I asked Doug H if he would
be willing to run a group if we split the trip into 2 groups, and he agreed.  He would be starting
from Coal banks landing a couple of days later, cutting off the first 41.5 miles, thus able to do
shorter days at an easier pace.  So there would be a faster and a slower group.

My group was 8 people - Me, Tracy and Janet (TJ), Kit and Henry (KH), Carol and Werner (CW)
CW had a Wen Cascade 17’9”; KH had a 17’ Kevlar Wen Spirit 2; T and J were in their 14.5’
sea kayaks and I had my Rendezvous - so a bunch of pretty fast boats.  Judy, one of TJ’s
paddling friends from FL was going to join us, but a sprained ankle put her out of commission.
So it was the Magnificent 7 rides again (er, paddles that is), and magnificent we were, even if I
say so myself.

I had arranged the shuttle for May 8th, but looking at the weather forecast, the 8th and 9th were
going to be miserable with rain and cold with chance of snow.  I queried the group to see if we
could postpone for 2 days, and everyone was able to do that - thus, I issued executive order
Weenie One - we delay the start 2 days, assuming I could rearrange the shuttle with the
outfitter.  We all arrived in Ft Benton on Friday 5/7 and set up camp at the Canoe Camp Launch.
I went to the outfitters and paid the balance of the shuttle fee, and learned that Doug had
cancelled his shuttle due to some injuries (indeed, he cancelled his part of the trip).  Friday was
a nice day, but Sat and Sun were indeed wet and cold. We could have done the shuttle with the
outfitter then, but it would have left us without our vehicles and we preferred to have them with
us, especially since KH could stay in their van and I could be in my truck.

With time to kill, most of us walked the mile or so to town on the river trail, stopping to read the
many kiosks about the town’s history, and eventually stopping for breakfast.  Later, TJ and I
would take a drive to Loma on some of the back roads, which turn into grease in the rain,
fishtailing up and down the hills.  KH drove to Great Falls and toured the Lewis and Clark
Interpretive center instead.   Meanwhile, back in Ft Benton, the rest of us drove into town in a
pouring rain for dinner, and did some “research” on the bars in town.  With KH’s
recommendation, the rest of us went to the L&C center on Sunday, bouncing over an 8 mile
road construction to get there.  On the way back, TJ and I took a different route to avoid the bad
road and wound up in Belt, MT (Hey! I’ve been here before!) for dinner at the “Harvest Moon”
Saloon (hey! I’ve been here before too!!) and then back to camp.

Day 1   5/10/21   Mon We had the boats packed and ready to go when the shuttle van
arrived at 8:15, and 4 of us drove our vehicles to the take out at James Kipp rec area, following
the van there, and riding back in it (with face masks on).  It is 150 miles one way, the reason I
don’t do our own shuttle.  On the way, we could see all the new snow on the Judith Mtns., and
even some along the road we traveled (it had snowed on us yesterday on the way to teh L&C
center).  Back to camp at about 1:30, we shoved off about 2 and paddled down to our first camp
at Senieur’s Reach Primitive Boat Camp.  Primitive boat camps had metal fire rings, but no
toilets.  This is a nice spot, especially when it was devoid of the fresh cow pies we found last



year.  I had packed up 3 boxes of firewood, and CW had added a bundle, so we had nice
campfires to sit around every evening as the temperatures dropped.  It was probably around 35
degrees for a low (or colder ?)  We got there about 5:00 I think.  The river was running a lot
lower than last year, and a lot lower than average. 2 gauges I check - the one at Ft Benton and
one nearer the takeout which adds in the flow from the Marias and Judith rivers.  5000 cfs at Ft
Benton is considered low water.  Of note at this camp was a whole slew of gobbling from across
the river - at least 2 toms across, and one way upriver, and the geese would set them off to
gobbling like crazy, and the geese would go nuts too. That would be our alarm clock for next
morning.
Ft B gauge = @7,250 cfs (avg is 10,700)  Landusky was at 8,000

Start river mile 0 - camp at m 16.2   = 16.2 miles today.

Day 2  5/11/21  Tues Up early and on our way about 8, on our way to Coal Banks Landing
(m. 41.5) for a stop there to pay our river user fees ($4/per person/night camping).   We were
mostly paddling into a light breeze, but no real wind issues.  Then it was on to camp at Little
Sandy Developed Boat Camp (2 fire rings, and an outhouse). On the way down, we had
stopped at m. 20.8 at the Loma Bridge Rd to hike the “Decision Point” interpretive trail, about a
mile round trip.  We also hiked up the ridge behind camp to look at the Teepee rings there.  It did
rain at camp, not long after we had gotten our tents set up, but that rainstorm moved on past.   I
think it took us about 2.5 hours longer to get there this year as compared to last year - a
measure of how much slower the current was - slower, but not slow for the most part - Werner
said we had averaged about 5.2 mph over the whole trip - so avg current of about 2 mph.  I
think it was this camp where Carol set a record for “backwards long jump with chair”.  Had a
nice fire going, and usually, as the evening wore on, we would all start to creep up on the fire to
get more heat.  We’d emptied one of the cardboard boxes that I packed the wood in, and after
the fire was going well, I placed the opened box on top of it, like a chimney.  Took about 3
seconds for a huge flare of fire to come roaring out of the top a couple of feet or so, about head
high.  Carol made her jump when the top of the box started to lean a little towards her, though to
be honest, we all backed up somewhat from the greatly increased heat. Fires can attract
strange things too.  Like werewolves, which is why I always bring a supply of Coors Silver
Bullets.  Demons, such as Demon Rum may appear also, and a couple of times, Wild Turkeys -
and I have 101 proofs of that if you don’t believe me.
Ft B gauge = @7,200 cfs (avg = 11,000)   Landusky was 8,800

Start at m. 16.2        end m. 46.7  = 30.5 miles today.

Day 3 - 5/12/21   Wed There was no need for alarm clocks - mostly had a bunch of noisy
geese honking at first light and for an hour after that.   From here on down, we would be on the
water about 8:30  most mornings.  We were now in the “White Cliffs Section” between Coal
banks and Judith Landings, the most scenic part of the trip.  There are kind of 4 sections you
pass through: Ft B to Coal banks is big open hillsides and rangeland; Coal Banks to Judith is
the White Cliffs with many igneous intrusions, then into a badlands section, and finally into the
CM Russell Wildlife area, where the valley widens out and the winds blow.  This would be a
shorter day to allow time for hiking.  At mile 53.5 was a stop to hike up to and behind the
Monroe Cabin.  Nothing left of it but 3 stone walls, but some neat rock features above it with



great views of the cliffs across the river.  We also stopped at Little Sandy camp so we could hike
up “Neat Coulee” m 56, which squeezes down into a slot canyon through gray sandstone.
There was one large group camped there from the Watershed School from Boulder, CO.  We
had seen them at the canoe launch for a couple of days, and they had launched early on the 8th
- a group of about a dozen kids and instructors - there was a second group from the school
farther down river as big or bigger.  Us “radans” outnumbered the “tanans” on the river for sure if
you didn’t count motor boats.  There was also a group of 3 guys there we met on the trail to
Neat’s.  These were the first other paddlers we saw - there weren’t very many on the river this
early, which is why I chose this time frame for the trip.  We passed many white cliffs on the way
to Hole In The Wall developed boat camp. This camp had a lot of room, 4 fire rings and two
leanto sun shelters.  A very pleasant evening with music (J’s mini guitar) and singing around the
fire.

Ft B gauge = 7,000 cfs (avg = 10,800) landusky was at 8,800
Start at m. 46.7    end at m. 63.0  =  16.3 miles today.

Day 4   5/13/21   Thurs. TJ and I had hiked up to the hole last year, and no one seemed too
interested in doing it this time, so we took off and stopped a couple of miles down river at what
the guide called “Valley of Walls”, a good place to hike.  Except it wasn’t!  It was listed as mile
66.5 R and most probably it was meant to be the valley across the river and should have been
noted as 66.5L - so after wasting a half hour or so, we got back in our boats and moved on.
Next stop was at the Dark Butte Primitive Boat Camp m 68.8.  Now this was really nice hiking
and a very spectacular area.  I will probably try to camp here sometime on a future trip.  Though
it was listed as “primitive”, it did have 2 composting toilets.   We soon passed Pablo Rapids, a
“no show”.  There are about 15 named rapids on the river, all C1.  Last year at higher water
there was hardly a ripple - much the same this year, but there were 3 or 4 rapids that did have
waves in them this year. Next stop for lunch was at Slaughter River camp, where a short hike
took us to one of the little monuments that were put up at Lewis and Clark camps to celebrate
the 200th anniversary. Our destination today was “The Wall” Primitive Boat Camp and we got
there in early afternoon.  There was an electric fence there to keep cows out, but the solar
panels to power it were missing.  We all hiked some behind the camp through the prairie dog
town.  I think we may have gotten some rain on the way here, but my recollections may be off a
bit.  Mostly cloudy, but a nice day.  About a mile upriver from the camp we saw the other half of
the Watershed School group - this one was maybe 20 people ?  I asked if they were camping
there and they said no, at The Wall (seemed strange to stop and have lunch  a mile above
camp?) - I told them that that was where we were headed too, and the guy said they’d maybe
just stay where they were, which they did.  It was too large a group for this camp in any case.

Ft B gauge = 7000 cfs (avg = 11,100) Landusky was 8,700
Start at m 63.0     end at m 81.3   =  18.3 miles today

Day 5  5/14/21   Fri As we paddled down river this morning I heard motor noise and turned to
shout over my shoulder that there were motorboats coming up river.  When I turned back, it was
to see a big plane wingtip down about to crash into the river, right where we were - at least that
was what it looked like the first second or two. The plane was in a tight banked turn with its



wingtip down, but then it straightened up and flew right over us about 300’ above us, followed by
a second plane.  They looked to be 4 engine prop jet transports and C said she saw air force
insignia on one.  They seemed to be trailing some light smoke from engines, and at least one
had something streaming from a wing tip - probably just dumping some old agent orange on us.
Tried to look them up, and might have been the MC130J. Our first stop this morning was 7
miles down river at Judith Landing where we could dump trash and wag bags.  Turns out that
we were one day early, as this is just leased from a private landowner, with the lease starting on
May 15th.  There were some kiosks here to look at and another marker for L&C campsite, but
with no trespassing signs in evidence, we didn’t go to look at them (had stopped to see them
last year).  We passed a couple of old homesteads and one rapid on the way to Hagedone
Homestead, the best preserved and most interesting on the river.  We spent an hour or so here
looking at the machinery and cabins and kiosks - best preserved, but still smelly and falling
apart.  We also did a short ¼ mile hike at the Mclelland -Stafford ferry landing to look at the
kiosk about the Army Trail, which we had hiked last year but not this time.  The planned camp
for today was at “Bighorn” primitive boat camp at mile 108.  When we got there, we had to ferry
over to river right against a fast current.  Put the pedal to the metal and I was still going
backwards, so had to kick in the turbocharger to make it.  Wasn't worth the effort.  After I hiked
up high enough to make sure that there wasn’t a good place to camp hidden out of sight, I
decided we should go downriver a mile and a half to “Greasewood Bottom” which was a
bushwhack camp, but recommended for hiking.  Just after we left Bighorn and turned the next
corner we see 3 boats a half mile ahead.  They may have been stopped, because they hadn’t
passed us and they were just drifting - at least the 2 canoes were, the third boat was a motor
boat that beelined to the trees we had hoped to camp at.  Oh well, we went on to Two Trees
primitive boat camp a couple of miles farther down river.  This is a small site, and the only one I
know of that did not have a metal fire ring, but there was a stone ringed pit and we used that in
the evening for our fire.  A couple of the tents were pitched at the trees, and a couple not far
above the boats on a shelf.  A nice enough place, but not great.

Ft B gauge = 7000cfs (avg = 12,000)    landusky at 8100
Start at m 81.3   camp at m.  111.7  = 30.4 miles today

Day 6   5/15/21   Sat This would be “rest day” for us.  A leisurely morning and a mile hike up
the drainage to a ridge behind camp that I named “Point Goodenuff”  after getting there (I’d
heard a turkey gobbling up there early on) - took 50 minutes to make the climb, then back to
camp and load the boats and head down river to a stop at the Middleton Homestead - not much
there, just log cabin walls and a piece of machinery. While we were doing our hike this morning
4 kayaks had passed by, and after leaving Middleton, a fifth yak passed also - talked to the guy
a bit, and he said they were on their way to Hideaway campsite.  When we got to Gist Bottom
primitive camp they were all pulled up on the landing there, having lunch, so we just hung out till
they left, talking with the group - they all had 17 or 18 foot sea kayaks.  After they cleared out
we set up camp, then we all wandered around the Gist Ranch buildings and the Ervin Dugout.
This was another night of music and singing around the fire - an easy day.  Saw Bighorn Sheep
twice today.

Ft B gauge = 6,500 (avg = 12,000)   Landusky = 8,100
Start at m 111.7   end m. 122.6  =  10.9 miles today



Day 7  5/16/21   Sun we have about 28 miles to go to Kipp.  The plan was to stop about 10
miles or less above Kipp for the night.  We made one stop at Lower Woodhawk so we could do
the 1 ½ mile hike to Nelson Homestead, which had a lot of machinery and some kiosk signage
about the owner - saw those 5 kayaks leaving as we were approaching, so it looked like they
had camped here yesterday.   There is only one designated camp below Woodhawk, which is
Hideaway primitive camp.  We had camped there last year and I did not want to use that one
again because it has virtually no landing and a steep mud bank to get out at - about 6’ high bank
at this water level, and just a thin trail thru the willows to get to the fire ring.  I did check out the
landing and definitely not a good place, so we ferried over to an island for a lunch break.  It was
just noon, and I decided that we might as well just go all the way to Kipp today, while keeping
my eye open for possible camps.   This section of the river opens up a lot wilder and was very
windy last year, and quite windy this year, the worst wind we had, but still not too bad, just had
to work harder.  I did find one spot that was a campsite, but it was only 2:00 and only 7 miles to
go so we pushed on to Kipp.  Lots of motorboats there as it was still Paddle Fish season - one
guy had one about 5’ long and maybe 60#s.  We cleaned up the boats, loaded up and decided
to head for home instead of camping at Kipp - it was too busy there.  Left about 5:00.

Ft B gauge = 6,500  (avg = 12,000)    Landusky = 8,100
Start at m 122.6    end at 149.6   =  27 miles today

Epilogue: Delaying for two days was a very good move, the rest of the trip was great, with the
weather getting warmer and better each day.  We saw lots of wildlife, more on the first third than
lower down, but maybe a hundred? Eagles: only 1 heron I think, lots of deer, couple of bands of
Bighorn sheep, one beaver, maybe 25 Pelicans,  bunches of pretty gulls or turns, 6 or 8
displaying tom turkeys (mating season is later up here) and not too many people.  Got rained on
a few times, one peal of thunder that just passed us by.  Lots of bugs in a few places, but only 1
mosquito seen, and only two ticks.  Waiting like we did gave the ground time to dry out, so our
hiking was on dirt not thick mud, and we did quite a bit of hiking.  Having a small group, we were
able to make good time and stay in sight so no waiting for a way far back sweep boat.  A
magnificent trip indeed.

This is a trip anyone can do assuming they are willing to paddle steadily.  We did it in 7 days
instead of the scheduled 8, with two 30 mile days and one 27 mile day.  It would be nice to have
more time, but you run into the issue of carrying all of your water (and firewood if you choose to
have campfires most nights), so another 2 days = another 16 lbs per person, plus additional
food (and all of our boats were stuffed to the gills for the planned 8 day trip..  An easier/shorter
trip can be done starting from Coal Banks Landing, and there are several other places you can
put in or take out short of James Kipp - beware of slick dirt roads if it rains though.  One other
option would be to leave a vehicle at Judith Landing with a resupply of food and water, or pay
the outfitter to meet you there with your resupply.

mat



There are lots of interpretive signs along the way (Carol’s pic)

Day 2 - downriver view from Decision Point overlook - the “point” across the river on the right



Day 2  - we even saw old Lewis and Clark on the the trail.

And here are Lewis and Clark and Sacagawea at the interpretive center - notice how heavily
dressed we are



Day 2 - a typical view of the section between Ft Benton and Coal Banks landing

Day 2  - Carol trolling for sharks in their heavily loaded boat



Day 2             “Big Sky Country”

Day 2 - time to get the raingear out K and H



Day 3 - in the White Cliffs section

Some blue sky and some gray - Janet in her speedy kayak



Day 3 - above the Murray Cabin Walls

Day 3 - above the Murray cabin - climbing up to the top on soft sandstone



Day 3 - on top, looking across and upriver

Day 3 - heading up Neat Coulee



Day 3 - eroded sandstone



Looking up at Kit and Henry above me - I’m heading back down



Tight fit in the slot canyon



Henry chimneying around the big chockstone  (kit’s pic)



Big river and long straightaways - easy to keep track of the 4 other boats behind me

Day 3 - the “Grand Natural Wall”  - lots of dark igneous intrusions in the white cliffs



Day 4 - mushroom people up above Dark Butte camp

Day 4 - looking upriver from our hike weather moving in



But that’s ok, we brought along our own lightning rod named Tracy

Another view from our hike above Dark Butte camp



Day 4 - one of many makers of L&C camps - this one near Slaughter River, our lunch stop

Day 5 - the Hagedone homestead- old man Hagadone getting his shotgun to run off trespassers



Hagedone homestead - all’s we need is a horse and we could live here,ayup!

Day 5 in the badlands now, but lots more trees



Morning - above Two Trees camp - we hiked up to the point right of the trees - “point goodenuf”

Day 5 - more “bad” lands, but nice day



Day 5’s camp is in those trees, far right - looking from Gist Ranch

The remains of Gist Ranch in Gist Bottom



Just upriver from Gist Ranch “a dangerous man said to have killed two men on his homestead”



Day 6 - Nelson Homestead - Gus was no slouch with a rifle either !



Day 7 - at the Nelson Homestead

The rest of the  Pic’s below were “stolen” from the others



Day 2   double rainbow at Little Sandy camp TJ pic of Carol

Day 3 - swarms of bugs at Hole in The Wall camp  - Kit’s pic



Day 6 - at Gist Bottom Primitive Boat Camp - its probably 8:30 or 9:00 and still light (Kit’s pic)



Day 5 - plane flying low overhead  (Janet’s pic’s I think)

Quick on the draw to be able to get those shots!



Above teh Murray Cabin

Citadel Rock - day 3   (a TJ pic)



Day 2 - at the decision point overlook  - a TJ pic


